
Column1
I think there needs to be an emphasis added to the plan to STAY AT HOME IF SICK.  The signage that is used in the community (do not enter if you have a fever, cough or 
shortness of breath) should be added on to campus at the main office entry door and at any gate area where students enter in the morning.  A communication campaign to 
parents/students to stay at home if sick needs to be done.  It should not be a stigma to call your child in for an excused absence if they are sick (especially if they are not fully 
vaccinated).  

The mask policy should be modified to align with CDC guidance.  "For the SY21-22, students, staff, and visitors to the high schools have the option of choosing to wear a mask 
for additional personal safety."  This is not sufficient. The CDC guidance is that people who are not fully vaccinated should wear masks.  Our policy should say "For the SY21-
22 students, staff, and visitors to the high schools who are not fully vaccinated should wear a mask in indoor public places.  All students, staff, and visitors to the high school 
have the option to choosing to wear a mast for additional personal safety."
Didn't the CDC recommend any one not vaccinated wear a mask, both for their protection and the protection of others.  If someone is showing typical symptoms (cough, 
sneezing, etc) shouldn't they be directed to stay home instead of possibly spreading the disease in the general population.
I would like to see language about encouraging vaccinations and encouraging mask wearing for those not vaccinated.  NAU's return policy might be consulted for possible 
language

"NAU strongly recommends that all members of our community be vaccinated. In addition, NAU recommends that masks be worn indoors in university facilities throughout 
the state by individuals who have not been fully vaccinated."
Do you plan on teaching our children CRT what is this social teaching mean 
Get CRT out of our schools!

https://cdn.fbsbx.com/v/t59.2708-21/183155208_178083074209448_5021936302130003841_n.pdf/educational-justice-5.pdf?_nc_cat=106&ccb=1-
3&_nc_sid=0cab14&_nc_ohc=j-K074Ymu3YAX_fo88c&_nc_ht=cdn.fbsbx.com&oh=a90baf2221cca2de0ecbf45265986526&oe=60F3542B&dl=1
With the rise of the Delta variant, I wish masks and/or vaccines were mandated, but I realize our governor is too partisan to allow this. 
Thank you for all the work you have done in creating the plan and putting changes in place to adhere to the plan.  I especially noticed the water bottle refilling stations and 
that the filters would be cleaned.  The school ventilation system and clean filters was another major positive moving forward.  Water refilling stations and air ventilation are 
so important and make a difference beyond COVID relief. Thank you again.
I am in agreement with this plan. 
This plan is unnecessary. It places an undo burden onto staff, damages our children, and (once again) sticks it to the citizen taxpayer. It succeeds only in genuflecting to the 
fear-mongering and power-grabbing of the Liberal Left.
I’m relieved that we get to go to public school with a choice in mask wearing as it should have always been a choice because we live in a free country with GOD giving rights 
and liberties!!!! 

Keep the public schools open !!!  
Choice !!!!!
Freedom !!!
America !!!



I really like some of the new implementations!!  The district has made available so many opportunities for tutoring it is unbelievable!  Tutors actually in the bus with wi-go 
access is such a great idea!  Also, offering it during lunch so students will be able to get the work done and have no homework to do!  I also really like that you are keeping 
the virtual parent teacher conferences!  Those are so much more convenient.  I wish that had been an option when my son was in high school. I feel like every precaution 
possible is being taken to ensure the students are protected from COVID.  I hope it works!  I am excited for my daughter’s Sophomore year to begin!  It will be the first in-
person experience as a high school student! Good job with organization this year!
I am leaving the decision up to my child. My child knows his or her mental limits.
This plan seems fine
Get back to normal. Now.
Don’t make it complicated. Just go back to the way it was.
I understand that the governor has not allowed schools to mandate masks for the children. I think this is a horrible mistake and am afraid that there will be many outbreaks 
in the school as Pinal county has an extremely low rate of vaccination. The Delta variant is now the main variant of Covid and is much more transmissible than the original 
strain. At the very least, students not vaccinated should be required to wear a mask at school. I'm afraid my daughter's learning will be disrupted when you have outbreaks 
which will occur as cases are steadily rising in Pinal county. I am very disappointed in the governor's rule on masking.  Many students will needlessly get ill with covid and pass 
it on to family members who are immunocompromised. 
I hope they don’t have to wear masks at all!  Lack of oxygen and breathing the same carbon dioxide all day is Not healthy!  Kids are very low risk!  More are dying from 
suicide and other things than the virus!  
Stop wasting our tax dollars with this bureaucracy and get back to work.
Kids need to be in the classroom . Returning to in person is the best 


